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Music composed by Ilayaraja Music released on Akai Songs written by Na Mohana Ranganna, Kannadasan Published by Akai
Songs (P) Ltd. Music released on Bharath Audio Company.

The film received mixed to negative reviews upon release. Critics criticised the directorial choices and the other actors'
performance.Baradwaj Rangan of "The New York Times" considered "Kuthu" as one of the worst films set in Chennai, calling
the film "a long, tepid slog through senseless scenes that never seem to end". The Hindu wrote that ""Kuthu" beats all records of
bad Tamil movies by meandering back and forth between three different stories", adding that "the film’s biggest drawback is its
lack of coherence". Jaya Jethmalani of Rediff. com said: "Kuthu" is a sad case of what happens when a director who has been
very successful with his previous ventures thinks that he can do whatever he wants in Tamil cinema". In 2015, the film was used
as the subject of a special episode called "The Blacklist" on the Indian documentary television series "Maya Docs". In 2016, the
film was featured in an episode of "Mayo Ghalib's Incredible India" titled "Soup to Nuts". The film received positive response
from critics and audiences. The performances by all actors were appreciated. Ramchandran's assassination sequence attracted
positive reviews. Several critics called the sequence "hilarious" and "outstanding". The film also became a trendsetter in terms
of comedy sequences, with several critics claiming that the film was the best example of comedy scenes in Tamil cinema. Kuthu
was parodied three times by popular comedian Vivek in the film Kandukondain Kandukondain, "Sathyameva Jayathe" and
"Kadhal Desam".

  The soundtrack for this film was composed by Ilayaraja. The lyrics were written by Kannadasan. Playback singers consist of S.
P. Balasubramaniam, S.
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